
ART AND CULTURES ESSAY

Art in culture essays Art is an expression of a particular person, or group of people. Art can have a large effect on
culture, as it can be symbolic of traits, morals.

It is the sum total of values expressed through art, religion, literature, social institutions and behavior, the over
act of individuals and mass action inspired by collective urges" Luniya, comparison of the Met and
Guggenheim words - 7 pages with the sole purpose to create a museum bringing art and education from
around the world to the citizens of America. It motivates and influences people, in the way that a good song
can lift a spirit or induce feelings of sadness. The sculpture is the most common traditional culture expression
for the African art. I believe that is a fusion of art the superstructure and science the foundation , and the huge
reservoir of human personality as a leader. Chinese art valued technique and diligence over creativity and
imagination. These are art forms that can be found in any culture, but are also unique to the culture in which
they are found. The country of Korea has been constantly shaped and reshaped by existing civilizations,
namely, China. Zeus was also after other women and he took on the form of Amplitron, Alcmene 's husband.
We use literature for language, such as commutating with words. Likewise, any given culture can be
represented by a multitude of art forms. Also, the Renaissance changed the way that writers wrote their
literature. Art is in everything around us whether it is the car we drive or the house we go home to, it is
someone's artwork. According to the research, fusion cuisine is beneficial to the process of assimilation for
immigrants and promotes multicultural awareness. Art is something that influences many parts of our lives.
While the art was beautiful and elaborate in India and other major Muslim empires, it was also extremely
expensive. Bedouin jewelry often bears symbols relevant to the Islam faith, such as the Five Pillars. He argues
that the art capable of ending suffering is tragedy, which is a fusion of the California Cuisine Essay words - 3
pages started in Southern California and makes a change of Californian cuisine as fresh fusion. The different
sculptures are shown by their local styles and they serve for the specific functions, such as religion. The
Renaissance scholars brought back the original, classical forms of artwork from the Roman and Greek times,
because they grew tired of the simplistic, archaic methods of the Middle Ages. Pop artists imagined
themselves confronting a world in which the scale and compass of consumer capitalism, with its near-total
saturation of society, exceeded traditional perceptual structures Miller  They also read haikus, which uses five,
seven, and five stanzas to use the senses to describe senses, smells, feelings, or sounds. This is not untrue for
the Russians who have had the largest country in the world for quite some time now. Markham, there were
many critics. Three principles for design must be followed: one is the fusion made by the coordination
between design and geographical characteristics; another one is the application of expensive architectural
materials; and the last one is the style with popular globally factors. Artists have "the ability to manipulate the
form of their art therefore manipulating the experience of that art. Art was used in the Mughal Court,
exceedingly so, in the form of illustration in scripts.


